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 Catalog No Description

 0890MC Straight Cutter for maximum power, with easy-to-clean Plastic Dipped Grips
 
 0890MA Angle Cutter for nearly flush cuts, with easy-to-clean Plastic Dipped Grips
 
 0890SMC Spring Return Straight Cutter, with Locking Latch and Dual-Material Co-Molded Grips for extra comfort in highly   
  repetitive production applications 

Induction-hardened cutting edges make  
quick work of the tough stuff. 

WIRE
Copper, vinyl coated, steel and aluminum

CHAIN 
Light duty, hobby, and craft chain

FASTENERS 
Bolts, nails, rivets, and screws

HARD MATERIALS 
Spring steel and piano wire

FENCING
Barbed wire, chicken wire, hardware cloth

Cutting Applications and Capacities 
Material Maximum Diameter 
SOFT (copper, aluminum, plastics, drop ceiling wire) .24 inches (6.0 mm) 

MEDIUM HARD (nails, rivets, wire pins, light chain) .20 inches (5.2 mm) 

HARD (steel wire, wire rope strands, chicken wire) .16 inches (4.0 mm) 

VERY HARD (spring steel, music/piano wire) .15 inches (3.8 mm) 



Compact cutting power with half the  
effort of standard Lineman’s pliers.

Heavy-duty design for  
maximum durability

Angle Cutter head can be positioned flat 
against cutting surface for clean, nearly 
flush cuts, making it perfect for jobs like 
finish trimming of metal wire fencing.

Recessed throat notch for  
50% less cutting effort

Every HKP Compact Bolt Cutter has a 
precision engineered recessed throat 
notch that holds material closer to joint 
for maximum leverage and 50% less 
cutting effort compared to standard 
Lineman’s pliers. 

Smooth plastic dipped grips 
wipe clean fast

For maximum comfort and minimum fatigue, the Spring Return Straight Cutter features 
co-molded grips and a durable return spring for repetitive-cut production applications.  
Its straight head and center cut blades make it fast and easy to use.

Induction-hardened  
cutting edges for exceptional  
performance and long life

Straight Cutter model has center cut blades for longest life. Angle Cutter model  
has flush cut blades for trimming close. Both have smooth plastic dipped grips  
for maximum durability and easy clean-up.

Induction-hardened  
cutting edges for exceptional  
performance and long life

Recessed throat notch for  
50% less cutting effort

Robust locking latch is easy to 
use, even with gloves

Heavy-duty spring returns blades  
to open position for high production  
applications

Extra-wide dual-material 
co-molded grips for  
superior fit and comfort

Cut it close 50% Less Effort


